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e’re about three-quarters into the year and, business-wise, there’s an
unprecedented meltdown going across the ferry sector, with passenger
numbers essentially halved year-on-year, with dips as bottom-scratching
as minus 80-90% over the April-June period. That said, according to a
recent poll conducted by Stena Line among 84 thousand respondents from 11 countries
Europe-wide, some 78% of them want to continue travelling as often as before the pandemic
– if not more! What’s more, 63% of Swedish respondents (almost 18 thousand in total) said
they would prefer ferries and cars as their means of transportation over boarding a plane.
We’ll see whether that declaration will come to pass, but we’ll have to wait until 2022
to compare the pre-, in-, and post-corona figures. Unarguably, the 2019’s 117.7 million
passengers served by the region’s ports sounds today like some long-lost golden era – full
of ferry and cruise terminals bustling with life, no face masks in sight. Quite nostalgic.
To keep you busy while
you wait, the early springlate summer combined issue
is, as always, husky in content,
with topical articles on how to
deal with the COVID crisis:
now and in the future; or
if the current crisis will be
bright for, or, instead, will it
cast a blight on freight-tech
start-ups (or both, depending
on market demand, their
savviness, or simply chaotic
luck). Overall, this edition
is very much occupied with
future-happening-now,
including how 3D printing
can change retail, supply
chains, and sea shipping work;
the ongoing development of
an autonomous maritime
ecosystem; using modern
technologie s to acce ss
data to make shipping and
port operations better; or
reintroducing sailing ships
for carrying cargo and
passengers. Naturally, our
Georgios Jakobides – Nostalgia; photo: Flickr
publication wouldn’t be itself
without a lengthy piece on the
challenges and opportunities associated with making sea shipping greener, this time
laying forth the key takeaways from the American Bureau of Shipping’s very detailed
Pathways to sustainable shipping report.
Drawing things to a close: the double-in-size Collector’s corner and Transport miscellany.
The former casts light on the fascinating histories of Baltic lighthouses (pun intended)
scattered around the strait of South Kvarken, while the latter returns to kindling your
imagination with the various usages of shipping containers, plus the usual goodies (and yes,
here too we just couldn’t force ourselves to go about without making a corona-reference).
Przemysław Myszka
Erratum
You might wonder why this issue contains a Baltic Port Map, a supplement to BTJ 2/20.
A few errors sneaked in the previous edition, hence the corrected & updated version.
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